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I f the subject of this month’s air test looks familiar, it’s because 
visually, Czech company Evektor’s SportStar SW is a dead ringer to 
their EV97-SL model, which I described in the October 2009 issue 
of Light Aviation.

Under the skin however, these are very different airframes, for 
while the SL model is a sleeked-up variant of Evektor’s lightweight 
Eurostar, the SportStar SW is the result of Evektor having done a 
matching styling job on their stillborn JAR-VLA certifi ed Harmony model 
and then releasing it as an amateur-built kit especially developed for 
the UK market.

Eurostar and Harmony share a common ancestor in the Frenchman 
Jean Pottier’s P220 Koala, which Evektor fi rst started to build in 1996. 

None of the parts are interchangeable; while the Eurostar was Evektor’s 
pared-to-the-bone P220 derivative aimed principally at the 450kg 
microlight category. The Harmony, introduced in 2003, was an attempt 
to create a more robust, fully type-certifi cated workaday GA trainer 
version with a 575kg max gross weight, to compete with aircraft such 
as the Polish AT-3 (another Pottier P220 clone), the Europa-derived 
but American-built Liberty and the Italian Tecnam Sierra − all modern 
replacements for the ageing fl eet of C152s and PA-28s.

While successfully certifi cated in 2005, the Harmony’s disappointing 
sales fi gures never justifi ed the high cost of achieving full European 
type certifi cation. The great majority of Evektor’s sales have been 
into the less regulated environment of the European microlight 
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Francis Donaldson fl ies the UK prototype of the Evektor's SportStar SW, a short-wing 
aircraft that has certainly had its growing pains, but offers a more refi ned alternative to its 

microlight counterpart
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class, including a signifi cant market share in 
the UK, thanks to the efforts of Cosmik Aviation 
which worked with the Evektor factory to 
achieve approval under Section S both for  
kit- and factory-built microlights, and 480kg 
‘SEP aeroplane’ kits for the Eurostar and SL.

The investment in the Harmony design was 
not wasted however, for when the US 600kg 
light sport category came into existence in 
2005, having the engineering for this fully-
certifi ed model already on fi le gave Evektor a 
head start in developing a new model to satisfy 
the new light sport market. Consequently, 
Evektor was the fi rst manufacturer to get a 
light sport type approved in the USA, the 
SportStar MAX piggybacking off the Harmony’s 
engineering work. When the European 
equivalent category followed shortly afterward, 
thanks to its JAR certifi cation parentage and 
Evektor’s existing EASA Part 21 approval, the 
SportStar MAX quickly achieved the necessary 
EASA approvals for supplying that version as a 
factory-built ‘temporary EASA Permit’ aircraft, 
with an expectation of a restricted Certifi cate 
of Airworthiness being able to be issued later, 
once EASA had fi nalised the regulations for the 
new category. 

As other manufacturers were to fi nd to 
their cost, it was all rather assumed that the 
manufacturers could jump through the various 

hoops that EASA generated. Quite expensive 
hoops they turned out to be too, including the 
need for production and design organisation 
approvals (POA and DOA) under Part 21, 
and a full design dossier showing compliance 
with the ASTM code, leading to the issue of 
a restricted type certifi cate (RTC) and fl ight 
conditions.

GROWING PAINS
While the EASA temporary Permit to Fly 
option has led to the sale of several hundred 
aircraft such as the CSA SportCruiser / Piper 
Sport, Breezer and Remos in Europe, as 
well as the SportStar MAX, it’s not all been 
a happy situation. Some owners have been 
disappointed, horrifi ed even, by the four or 
fi ve fi gure quotes for mandatory upgrade 
kits for bringing their aircraft up to the 
standard needed for a restricted Certifi cate 
of Airworthiness – and by the additional 
regulations applicable in this factory-built ‘SEP 
Aeroplane’ category, regulated through EASA 
and the CAA, when compared with the support 
available through the LAA amateur-built and 
BMAA microlight arrangements.

To some extent this has been the inevitable 
growing pains of any new aircraft category, 
born out of optimism but with much of the 
operational requirements and continued 

airworthiness details being ill defi ned at the 
start. While supportive of the aims of the 
initiative in bringing more factory-built sport 
planes to the market, the LAA has long warned 
members that these aircraft are outside the 
LAA’s remit and purchasing aircraft on a 
‘temporary EASA Permit’ basis may lead to 
extra diffi culty and costs in transferring to a 
Certifi cate of Airworthiness later. Personal 
modifi cations would inevitably be a whole lot 
more expensive and diffi cult than under the 
LAA system, and the continued airworthiness 
regime would be akin to that of any other  
C of A aircraft.

Against this background, the SportStar SW, 
(SW standing for ‘short wing’) was devised by 
Evektor in response to a campaign by Cosmik 
Aviation boss Nigel Beale to bring to the UK 
market an aircraft with most, if not all, of the 
advantages of the SportStar MAX, in terms of 
increased fuel capacity, payload and options, 
but that could be supplied in kit form under the 
so-called 51% rule and be built and operated 
through the LAA system. Evektor responded 
by creating a proof-of-concept aircraft, using 
a combination of existing airframe parts and 
options from its design portfolio as adaptations 
to the proven Harmony airframe, which it then 
put through its usual comprehensive in-house 
fl ight test programme.

A more comfortably 
appointed cockpit 
than its EuroStar 
sibling
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The review aircraft this month is the UK 
prototype of this new variant, built by Cosmik, 
and the fi rst ever to be built from scratch to the 
new format. G-EVSW is fi tted with the familiar 
Rotax 912-ULS engine and Woodcomp Klassic 
1,700mm diameter, three-bladed, ground-
adjustable propeller that are likely to be the 
standard choice for this package.

REFINED IMPRESSION
Walking up to the SportStar SW, the most 
obvious differences from the familiar Eurostar is 
that, like the SL, it has a streamlined, moulded, 
composite fuselage top deck which reaches 
from the fi rewall to the root of the fi n, dispelling 
the usual rather angular Eurostar look. It 
blends into the cowling and bulged canopy 
to give a much more refi ned impression than 
its microlight counterpart. In conjunction with 
the upturned wingtips and shapely wing-root 
fairings, the composite trimmings cleverly 
conceal the fact that the basic airframe 
remains of simple, economical all-metal 
construction with wings and tail of rectangular 
planform, and a simple fl at-sided fuselage.

The new moulded surround for the forward-
hinged canopy includes an air duct which 
mates automatically with a port in the decking 
as the canopy closes, providing a screen 
de-mist option using air drawn either from 

an engine exhaust muff or fresh air from a 
NACA duct. Hot or cold air can be selected 
at will using two rather delicate-looking but 
nevertheless satisfying push-pull controls on the 
panel, and miniature automotive-type punkah 
louvres to direct the ventilation air at will.

Where the standard Eurostar uses a simple 
rotary catch to hold the canopy closed, the 
SW, like the SL version, uses a slam-to-lock, 
car-boot type catch. A red warning light on 
the instrument panel illuminates if the master 
switch is ‘on’ but the canopy is unlatched.

Next to catch the eye are the wheels of the 
tricycle undercarriage, which with chunky 15 
x 16.00-6 tyres look a deal more serious that 
the Eurostar’s slender 4.00 x 6 units, as befi ts 
the greater weight of this variant. The heavier 
duty wheels preserve the very useful feature 
of split rims, which allow a tyre to be changed 
effortlessly in the fi eld without the grief of 
disturbing the wheel bearings, or the battle of 
prizing the tyres over the rims of a one-piece 
hub. Fitted with independent hydraulic disc 
brakes, operated by toe pedals, the main 
wheels are also wider spaced than the Eurostar 
airframe, giving the SW a broader, more poised 
stance than its lighter counterpart.

Turning to the wings, placards adjacent to 
the fl ush fuel caps on the upper surfaces of 
both wing roots proclaim that the SW’s twin 

tanks carry 60 litres each. The total 120-litre 
capacity (of which 118 litres are useable) is a 
major feature of the SW when compared with 
the 65-litre capacity of the Eurostar’s single, 
fuselage-mounted tank, and offers the SW 
the remarkable facility for up to eight hour’s 
endurance. The SW’s fuel tanks are integral 
with the riveted aluminium wing structure, 
meaning that there’s no separate tank as such, 
instead the aluminium wing skins are sealed on 
assembly to the wing’s innermost ribs and the 
inboard end of the wing spar, so as to create 
a fuel tight space within the load-bearing 
structure. The wings are provided in the kit 
with these skins already factory-fi tted and the 
tanks already pressure-tested, so the builder is 
saved this rather messy and troublesome job.

Looking around the SportStar, it takes a while 
to twig another reason why this aeroplane 
stands out from the familiar Eurostar and its 
variants: the SportStar carries a conventional 
all-encompassing painted colour scheme, 
whereas weight constraints mean that 
Eurostars employ only small amounts of either 
painted trim or stuck-on decals to embellish the 
bare-metal fi nish of the all-aluminium airframe, 
relying instead on weight-neutral anodising 
for corrosion resistance. The SportStar enjoys 
the same anodised airframe beneath 
its paint fi nish as the Eurostar, which ›
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The composite top decking and canopy 
surround give the SW a more refi ned look 
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Take away the composite adornments and the 
airframe retains the company's successful 
simple box structure
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forms an excellent base for any conventional 
lightweight metal aircraft paint system.

Turning to the cockpit, the SportStar pilot 
enjoys Evektor’s manually-adjustable rudder 
pedal option, missing on the Eurostar, and 
stronger seat backs, the lightweight ones on 
the Eurostar being prone to splitting when 
entering and exiting if you sit heavily on the 
top edge. Once seated, as with the SL, the 
moulded canopy surround and top decking 
give a neat impression but I must say, after 
the Eurostar’s reassuringly simple and on-
show latch, I found it rather unnerving relying 
on the SportStar’s slam-to-close canopy latch 
and its telltale warning light, the engaging 
components of the latch itself being hidden 
from view. Personally, I’d rather be able to 
see the workings of the latch rather than 
relying on a microswitch and warning lamp, 
even if a mechanical latch on display doesn’t 
quite fi t in with the luxury car-like interior that 
Evektor is clearly trying to emulate. Having 
said that, as long as the warning light is 
extinguished, we’ve not been aware of there 
having been any problems with the canopy 
opening in fl ight.

The SW shares the same design of 
mechanically-operated split fl ap as the 
Eurostar, reaching the full length from the 
fuselage side to the root ends of the small-
looking, top-hinged ailerons. The split fl aps 
are invisible from the cockpit, being hidden 
by the fi xed portions of wing trailing-edge 
that form their housing. Position information 
is provided by the fl ap lever, located 
between the two seats, having a release 
button at its end, car handbrake style, and a 
four-position gate.

Also familiar from the Eurostar is the elevator 
trim lever that sits alongside the fl ap lever. 
Unlike the low-geared, multi-turn trim wheel, 
which you’d fi nd doing this job on most 
certifi ed aircraft, the mechanically-operated 
elevator trim tab is controlled through its full 
range of travel by moving the short trim lever 
through only about 60° of fore-and-aft motion. 
There’s no separate trim position indicator, so 
an important pre-fl ight briefi ng point is that 
a suitable take-off position for the trimmer is 
given by lining up the trim lever with the fl ap 
lever when take-off (fi rst stage) fl ap is set.

AN ABSOLUTE PLEASURE
In the air, the SportStar’s trim lever is quite 
sensitive and, being out of immediate sight, 
not too easy to put your hand on until you’re 
familiar with it – even more so from the 
passenger’s seat. Due to its high gearing, 
you need to be careful not to make too big 
an input by mistake. A passenger pushing 
the trim lever fully forward inadvertently, while 
reaching for a dropped handheld GPS or 
whatever, could lead to the aircraft bunting 
over in a pretty alarming fashion... so this 
would be an important briefi ng point.

In the climb, as fi rst presented the SW 
demonstrated essentially neutral longitudinal 
static stability, which meant that ‘hands off’ 
there was a tendency for the speed to wander 
away from the trimmed speed without any 
sign of the aeroplane trying to correct the 
situation. A little experimentation showed that 
this could be dealt with by the addition of an 

'elevator down' spring – a spring fi tted 
to the control system such as to create a 
nose-down input, which is then balanced 
by an up-trim bias on the pitch trim tab. 
This common quick fi x restored the 
aircraft’s speed stability to an acceptable 
level, so that any deviation from the 
trimmed speed took a conscious effort on 
the stick to maintain.

Other than that initial niggle, the handling 
of the SW seemed essentially identical to 
that of the Eurostar, which means that it’s an 
absolute pleasure. Control forces are light 
but pleasantly harmonised and very much 
in keeping with the overall small size of the 
machine, the minimal break-out forces and 
direct control runs with negligible free-play 
on stick and rudder make the control of the 
aircraft delightfully precise and something 
of a revelation for pilots coming from fabric-
covered microlights or most traditional, 
yoke-controlled, two-seat GA aircraft.

The parallel-chord wing, with its 
unassuming fl at-bottomed aerofoil profi le 
and blunt leading-edge, yield a benign 
stall, which occurs, at max gross weight, at 
37-38kt indicated, depending on fl ap setting. 
This shows that the split fl aps, while seeming 
effi cient at steepening the glide angle, do 
little to increase max lift coeffi cient. These 
fi gures correspond well with the book values 
of 53 KIAS as a best angle of climb speed 
(Vx) and a speed for best rate (Vy) of 57 
KIAS, which yields us slightly under 850fpm 
climb rate, fully loaded, either with fi rst stage 
of fl ap or clean.

Cruise speeds are in the 85 to 100 KIAS 
range, depending on how fast you want to 
burn fuel, and despite its thin sheet metal 
clad airframe and high-revving Rotax motor, 
the overall noise and vibration level at a 
comfortable 90kt cruise was commendably 
low – this is certainly an aeroplane that 
you could plan on using for some pretty 
long trips, making use of that long-range 
capability, without emerging at the end of 
the day as a nervous wreck.

New versions of aircraft with greater 
max gross weight don’t always yield quite 
the benefi ts that the designer hoped for, 
with the weight of the extra structural 
beef-up taking away some of the payload 
improvement and builders using up more 
of the extra load-carrying capability in extra 
options and instrumentation. Sometimes 
this leads to an aeroplane, admittedly 
better-equipped, but with the same or 
even less available uplift in fuel and crew 
weight than before, but spoilt by diminished 
performance on the same power. The 
in-fl ight behaviour of small aeroplanes 
is inevitably critically affected by the 
total weight, and for a given engine size, 
saddling an aeroplane with another 100kg 
or more of loaded weight will inevitably 
take the edge off its performance – it’s like 
carrying a third person, after all.

In view of this I was initially sceptical 
about whether the SW model would still 
enjoy the zip of the Eurostar or whether 
that joyous sense of ‘power to spare’ and 
get up and go would be lost in this 
heavier version. Remarkably though, 
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the weight schedule for the aircraft shows that 
the empty weight at 306kg is only 48kg more 
than that of a typical Eurostar, and this is borne 
out by the fact that fl own with a typical Eurostar 
payload, the use of the 100hp 912 ULS engine 
rather than the Eurostar’s standard 80hp 912 
seems to just about compensate for the SW’s 
slightly weightier structure, and delightfully, 
while clearly it must need a slightly longer 
take-off and landing run than its microlight 
equivalent, the difference is small and overall 
the SW seems to have an equal amount of 
‘go’. Where the SW majors is the fact that with 
a 306kg empty weight and 575kg ‘max gross’, 
it enjoys the all-too-rare ability to fi ll the two 60 
litre tanks to the brim while still leaving payload 
for crew and baggage of 184kg – that’s two 
standard 86kg crew with 12kg left over for 
baggage. Max permitted baggage weight is 
25kg. Operationally, of course, this is a world 
away from the typical two-seat microlight, which 
can often carry no more than an hour’s fuel 
when two average weight crew are carried, 
even without baggage. For touring purposes, 
most high-spec microlights are in effect only 
single-seaters – not so the SW, which has a 
magnifi cent payload by comparison.

COMPETITION
Closest competitor for the SportStar SW is the 
aggressively priced Bristell NG-5, produced by 

from Kunovice, is similar in specifi cation to the 
SportStar but following changes in company 
ownership is not currently being supplied in 
kit form, as far as we are aware. The Rotax- or 
Jabiru-powered Zenair CH601 XL (and latest 
derivative CH650) share a similar low-wing, 
all-metal, tricycle undercarriage layout and 
being of US origin use more familiar alloys 
and hardware in their construction than 
either of the Czech products, but are less 
sophisticated, budget-priced kits relying more 
heavily on the amateur builder’s own initiative 
to achieve a high-quality result. 

For those looking to composite construction, 
the nearest SportStar equivalent is the TL 
Sting, also from Czech Republic. Already 
popular as the S3 variant, the fi rst LAA 
example of the latest S4 version of the Sting is 
currently under construction at Dunkeswell.

In trying to choose between these various 
designs, an important factor to consider is the 
wing loading of the aircraft, which determines 
the responsiveness to gusts when cruising at 
high speed. The low-wing loading typical of 
LSA types means shorter take-off and landings 
but the downside is a rougher ride at a given 
cruise speed. High cruise speed is of little use 
if the ride becomes too harsh for comfort on a 
typical summer’s afternoon.

Another point to think about with any low-wing 
design is the placement of the pilot’s seat 

In last month’s piece about the Stolp V-Star, 
the equation on page 34 for the change in wing 
angle-of-attack due to roll rate somehow got 
misprinted; it should have read as follows: 

As an example, if an aeroplane with a 20ft 
wingspan is fl ying at 120mph (176ft/second) 
and rolls at a rate of 90° per second, its wingtips 
experience an induced vertical velocity of:

2πr x 90/360ft/second = 2 x 3.14 x 10 / 4 = 15.7 
ft/second, 

so with this span and roll rate the angle-of-
attack at each wingtip is changed by an angle of:

tan -1 (15.7 / 176) = tan -1 0.089 = 5°

CORRECTION

former Evektor designer Milan Bristella at his 
relatively tiny manufacturing facility based, like 
Evektor, at Kunovice in the Czech Republic. Of 
similar format to the Eurostar, but equipped with 
a more advanced tapered wing with slotted 
fl aps, the Bristell is relatively new to the UK with 
the fi rst LAA example of the type presently at 
the fl ight test stage. The SportCruiser, also 

The additional useful load of the SW 
allows a smart paint scheme
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SPORTSTAR

SPECIFICATIONS 

DIMENSIONS
 Length: 17ft 7.5in (5.98m)

    Wingspan: 28ft 5in (8.65m)
    Height: 8ft 2in (2.48m)

    Empty weight: 668lb (308kg)
    Loaded weight: 1,265lb (575kg)

    Useful load: 587lb (267kg)
    Powerplant: 1 × Rotax 912ULS

    Propeller: Klassic 1700/3/R

PERFORMANCE
(manufacturer’s fi gures)

    Never exceed speed: 146kt (270km/h)
    Maximum speed: 115kt (213km/h)

    Cruise speed: 110kt (204km/h)
    Stall speed: 40kt (74km/h)
    Range: 700nm (1300km)

    Service ceiling: 15,500ft (4720m)
    Rate of climb: 1020ft/min (5.2m/s)

UK Evektor agent: Light Sport Aviation Ltd., 
Wycombe Air Park.

www.lightsportaviation.org.uk 

in relation to the wing leading and trailing 
edges, which determines what fi eld of view 
you get in fl ight – it’s much easier to navigate 
(and land, for that matter) if your view of the 
ground isn’t blotted out by a big wing, and 
your enjoyment of the landscape is much 
enhanced if your line of sight is nearer to 
the leading edge, so you get to see more of 
what’s coming up ahead rather than what’s 
just passed beneath. Of course, everything’s 
a compromise because reclining the seat 
and putting it further aft, behind the wing 
main spar rather than on it as with the more 
sit-up-and-beg types, promotes a smaller 
frontal area and more streamlined form to the 
fuselage. To my mind however is a sacrifi ce 
worth making in the interests of a better view 
out, as exemplifi ed in the SportStar.

STOP PRESS!
Evektor is never a company to stand still. 
Following the news of the successful fi rst 
fl ight of its experimental, electric-powered 
long-wing SportStar in March this year, we 
heard of its trials with 3D printing techniques 
to fashion wingtips and other non-structural 
aircraft components for the next generation of 
products. As this issue went to press, Evektor 
announced that with its newer, tapered-wing 
models becoming popular in Europe and 
the States, to rationalise its product line it is 
planning to make the SportStar MAX available 
as a kit as well as a factory-built aircraft, 
making the UK’s custom SW model redundant. 

The new SportStar Max kit will be identical 
to the SportStar RTC, the fully EASA-certifi ed, 
factory built aircraft. Light Sport Aviation 
(see below) has had a lot of interest in this 
factory-built type from fl ying schools, so the 
availability of the identical machine in kit 
form may well appeal to newly trained pilots 
or groups wishing to self-build in return for a 
more fl exible and affordable operating regime 
than they’d get buying an RTC model. Like the 
SportStar SW, the SportStar Max has parallel 
chord wings and wing tanks, but the SportStar 
Max has slightly more wingspan to comply 
with the Light Sport stall speed requirements. 
Watch this space for more news of the 
SportStar MAX as an LAA kit in future.

Readers may recall that in April this year 
that Cosmik Aviation has now passed on 
its dealership of the Evektor aircraft to High 
Wycombe based Light Sport Aviation (LSA), 
in order to allow Nigel Beale’s operation at 
Deppers Bridge to concentrate more on 
their core business, which is the distribution 
of Rotax engines. According to Evektor’s 
press release, which praises Cosmik for its 
success over the years in bringing almost 
200 Evektor aircraft to the UK, through a 
mutually benefi cial arrangement Light Sport 
Aviation will in future provide a full service 
to the entire fl eet of Eurostar and SportStar 
aircraft. A full and comprehensive stock of 
spares and parts will be held at Wycombe 
Air Park, available for delivery or collection at 
the airfi eld.

Both of the Directors, Steve Pike and 
Edmund Otun, have many years of experience 
in aviation, having built kit No. 8 of the 
Eurostar fl eet and several other aircraft types. 
Steve is a fl ying instructor and examiner, and 
his school currently uses four of the Eurostar 
EV97 aircraft. We at LAA HQ wish Steve and 
Edmund every success and look forward to 
working with them to tackle whatever Evektor’s 
design team come up with next! ■

(Top) The SportStar SW's purposeful 
stance makes it look more aeroplane 
than microlight
(Above) Composite upturned wingtips 
are a nice touch
(Left) Larger wheels retain convenient 
split rims
(Below left) Bulbous canopy blends 
nicely with composite fuselage top 
decking.
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allows a smart paint scheme
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